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TELAIR ENERGY 2510B 
        

   

Product price:  

2.980,00 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

TELAIR ENERGY 2510B GENERATOR WITH AUTOMATIC CONTROL PANEL 

TELAIR ENERGY 2510B vehicular generator with automatic control panel 2,5 KW is single-phase
super-silenced 230 V generator with Yamaha petrol engine.

The TELAIR ENERGY 2510B is equipped with a completely automatic electronic starting system
with remote control panel with 5 meters of cable equipped with: total and partial hours counter, oil
and gasoline level control light, high temperature signal with automatic engine stop.

The automatic control panel allows the control of the generator in automatic motion simplifying
the operations on the panel.
The TELAIR ENERGY 2510B also has a built-in battery charger 12 V / 10 A. Removable bottom
drawer for an easy maintenance of the TELAIR ENERGY 2510B.
The ASP panel allows the automatic switching on and off in case the TELAIR ENERGY 2510B is
connected to a battery charger (230/12 Volt) with its battery.

To use an air conditioner or appliances such as coffee machines or toasters you need a reliable
power source and this new gasoline-powered generator may be the perfect solution. Modern
electronic variable speed speed management lowers the noise level as well as gasoline
consumption.

Moreover, the unit is contained in a metal case that is soundproofed with highly insulating
materials, so as to further reduce the noise level and make it possible to use it even when there
are other vehicles in the vicinity. The sturdy metal structure is equipped with a removable drawer
that allows easy access to the generator to carry out mechanical maintenance operations in a
practical and safe manner.

The TELAIR ENERGY 2510B has a design capable of integrating perfectly on any type of
motorhome both in its external shape and with every detail of the interior decoration. A
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continuous technical innovation fruit of a long experience, renewed and projected into the future
by the enthusiasm, imagination and skills of a team of young designers.

THE TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS TELAIR ENERGY 2510B

Phase Type: Single Phase
Maximum Power: 2.5 KW
Voltage: 230 V
Frequency: 50 Hz
Motor: YAMAHA MZ 175
Fuel: Gasoline
Start: Manual / Electric
Fuel Consumption: 1. 2 lt/h
Acoustic Pressure: 58 dBA @ 7m
Width: 295 mm
Length: 555 mm
Height: 385 mm
Weight: 60 KG

If you are looking for a vehicular generator similar to the TELAIR  then we suggest you browse
our extensive catalog of vehicular generators.

Images and technical data are not binding.
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Product features:  

Phase: Single phase
Maximum power single phase (KW): 2.5
Fuel: Gasoline
Frequency (Hz): 50
Voltage (V): 230
Engine: Yamaha MZ175
Starting system: Manual / Electric
Alternator: Synchronous
Poles: 2
Consumption (L/h): 1.2
Acoustic pressure: 58 dB(A) at 7 m
Length (mm): 555
Width (mm): 385
Height (mm): 295
Dry weight (Kg): 56
Silenced: Yes
Super silenced: Yes
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Product type: Generator
Voltage regulator: No
Engine manufacturer: Yamaha
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